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	The first edition of this book was responsible for inspiring tens of thousands of people to adopt ex-racers. Now, this fully updated edition features groundbreaking veterinary information not available anywhere else. Greyhound authority Cynthia Branigan–who has placed over 4,000 Greyhounds through her organization–offers updated statistics on the costs involved with adopting as well as new health information, such as warnings about tick-borne diseases and suggestions on buying veterinary insurance. Branigan carefully explains how to care for a Greyhound–everything from feeding and grooming to training–and how to extend the dog’s life span. Readers will also find a wealth of updated information on medical conditions in Greyhounds and the latest in tests and treatment.
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Struts Survival Guide: Basics to Best Practices (J2ee Survival Series)ObjectSource Publications, 2004
Struts is the web application framework choice for building J2EE applications in the enterprises. This book covers Struts from a practical approach rather than technology perspective. In addition, it covers the best practices that have emerged in the industry using Struts over the years.

Minor decisions during architecture and design...
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One-Dimentional Man: Studies in the Ideology of Advanced Industrial Society (Routledge Classics)Routledge, 2006
One of the most important texts of modern times, Herbert Marcuse's analysis and image of a one-dimensional man in a one-dimensional society has shaped many young radical's way of seeing and experiencing life.    

Herbert Marcuse's One-Dimensional Man was one of the most important books of the 1960s. 1 First published in 1964, it was...
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Hibernate in ActionManning Publications, 2004
Hibernate practically exploded on the Java scene. Why is this open-source tool so popular?  Because it automates a tedious task: persisting your Java objects to a relational database. The inevitable mismatch between your object-oriented code and the relational database requires you to write code that maps one to the other. This code is often...
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Trading Options in Turbulent Markets: Master Uncertainty through Active Volatility ManagementBloomberg Press, 2012

	Top options expert Larry Shover returns to discuss how to interpret, and profit from, market volatility


	Trading Options in Turbulent Markets, Second Edition skillfully explains the intricacies of options volatility and shows you how to use options to cope, and profit from, market turbulence. Throughout this new...
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The Intelligent Negotiator: What to Say, What to Do, How to Get What You Want--Every TimePrima Lifestyles, 2002

	Nearly every professional interaction you have during your career will involve a negotiation of some sort. Whether you're closing a million-dollar deal with a client, bargaining over your own terms of employment, or delegating duties among your coworkers, the key to successful negotiation is possessing intelligence. But intelligence...
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CentOS System Administration EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2014

	Become an efficient CentOS administrator by acquiring real-world knowledge of system setup and configuration


	About This Book

	
		Centralize user accounts in openLDAP and understand how Directory can be at the back-end of many services
	
		Learning Puppet to centralize server configuration will...
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